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ABSTRACT 
Self-stabilizing S o rtin g  on  L inear N etw orks
by
Lakshmi Visvanathan
Dr. Ajoy K. Datta, Examination Committee Chair 
School of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
A self-stabilizing system has the ability to recover from an arbitrary (possibly 
faulty) state to a normal state without any manual intervention. A self-stabilizing 
algorithm does not require any initialization. Starting from an arbitrary state, it is 
guaranteed to satisfy its specification in finite number of steps.
We propose a self-stabilizing distributed sorting algorithm on an oriented linear net­
work with n nodes. Each node holds some initial value(s) drawn from an arbitrary 
set. We assume that we start with at most k  items in the network. Each node 
has a local memory whose space is restricted to 0 {k  * L) where L  is the maximum 
number of bits to store one item. A node may collect more than one value during 
the process of sorting. The stabilizing time for sorting is 0{n) rounds where a round 
is the duration for all the enabled processes to execute at least one enabled step. We 
claim that our algorithm is self-stabilizing for the following reasons:
If any node starts in a faulty state, (meaning its value is not sorted with respect 
to its neighbors), the algorithm guarantees tha t the node will reach the legitimate 
state (where a legitimate state is a state in which the values are in sorted order) in 
a finite amount of time, and will remain in the legitimate state until another fault 
occurs. Each node repeatedly communicates with its neighbors to check if the values 
of its neighbors are sorted with respect to its own value. If the values are not in 
order, either the node or one of its neighbors will eventually be enabled to execute
iii
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so that in finite amount of time the values will be sorted.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Finding better algorithms to sort a given set of data is an ongoing problem in 
the field of computer science. Sorting is informally defined as placing a given set of 
data in a particular order say, ascending or descending. It is the first step in solving 
a host of other algorithm problems. Indeed, “when in doubt, sort” is one of the first 
rules of algorithm design. A large effort is being put into the design and analysis of 
algorithms that are fully distributed. These algorithms are applicable in a network 
of nodes where no central controller is present, and no common clock is available. 
For these algorithms, a model commonly used contains a network of nodes, each 
with a unique identity known in the beginning only to it. Every node has only a 
local knowledge of the network, and its only means of communication is exchanging 
messages with its neighbors in the network. The messages arrive after a finite delay, 
but no a priori bound is known. We assume that a message contains a value, a 
control sequence, and the ID of the node to which it is intended to. It is usually 
assumed that any non-empty subset of the nodes starts the algorithm, and at the end 
each node has computed some function that is the result of that algorithm. In our 
solution to the sorting problem, a set of nodes which is privileged to move execute 
some receiving guard (if enabled). Once no more receiving guards are enabled at 
any process the values are sorted. Assuming that the computation cost and the 
queuing cost in each process are negligible compared to the communication cost, it 
is customary to measure the complexity of such algorithms by the total number of 
messages sent during any possible execution.
1
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Self-stabilization is considered to be the most unified scheme to achieve fault 
tolerance. We will study the problem of self-stabilizing sorting of n  nodes in an 
oriented chain.
1.2 Related Work
Sorting problems have been studied in sequential environment as well as parallel 
one, due to their importance in computer science from both theoretical and practical 
point of view. They however, have also attracted the attention of researchers in 
distributed processing [3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 14]. There are various types of networks on 
which sorting can be solved:
- A static storage of the network: sorting does not affect the network topology, 
just values are moved around. This is called in the literature as static sorting with a 
reliable network.
- A dynamic storage of the network: sorting may affect the network topology, 
where nodes may be moved around but values stick to their initial nodes. This is 
called in the literature as dynamic sorting with a reliable network.
- A hybrid storage where both nodes and values may move around. This is called 
in the literature as dynamic sorting with a unreliable network.
Since in the literature there are self-stabilizing algorithms for maintaining the 
network topology (so called local maintenance protocol), we solve the distributed 
static sorting problem on a reliable network. Many algorithms have been designed 
and discussed for static distributed sorting with a reliable network. Besides solving 
the sorting problem in a distributed fashion, finding a way to reduce the amount of 
communication and time has become a problem for sorting as well. Gerstel et al [8] 
proved the lower bound of the bit complexity for distributed sorting on a rooted tree 
T  with N  nodes to be Q (A t log ^ ) .
In [14] Zaks presented an algorithm for distributed ranking that uses, in the worst 
case, at most O(n^) messages. The algorithm is then extended to perform sorting.
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which gives a worst case message complexity of 0{n f)  messages. Zaks algorithm is 
based on a tree structure. Messages from the nodes are sent to the root of the tree. 
Only the root node decides the rank of the key of n nodes after receiving all messages. 
Thus the algorithm is not fully distributed one and neither a self-stabilizing one. The 
root may become a bottleneck of the computation.
In [5], a distributed sorting algorithm which is a variation of exchange sort i.e., 
neighboring elements that are out of order are exchanged, is presented. First, a 
sequential solution to the problem is presented which is subsequently transformed 
into a parallel solution. The transformation is triggered by the distribution of the 
data over nodes. The resulting algorithm has some flavor of odd-even transposition 
sort. They are, however, essentially different in two aspects. One difference is that a 
node does not communicate with only one of its two neighbors per iteration, but with 
both (as long as necessary). The other difference is that this algorithm is smooth, 
in the sense that the execution time is much less for almost sorted arrays than for 
hardly sorted arrays, with a smooth transition from one to the other behavior. Their 
algorithm which has a restricted local memory cannot solve a case where each node 
has exactly one element.
Luk and Ling [15] built a distributed sorting on a local area network. Their 
model is contrary to the conventional model that takes into account both the local 
processing time and the communication time. This model is intended to provide a 
framework within which the performance of various distributed sorting algorithms 
can be realistically analyzed. The distributed sorting algorithms are analyzed and 
implemented on Ethernet-connected Sun work stations. The empirical results by and 
large agree with the predictions derivable from the model.
A straight-line-topology local area network (LAN) to which a number of nodes are 
connected either in series or in parallel is considered in [11]. A file ’F ’ is arbitrarily 
partitioned among certain sites. The problem studied is that of rearranging the 
records of the file such that the keys of records at lower-ranking sites are all smaller
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
than those at higher-ranking sites. Lower bounds on the worst-case communication 
complexity are given for both the series and parallel arrangements, and algorithms 
optimal for all networks and files are presented by K.V.S. Ramarao.
Flocchini et. al. [10, 9] considered the problem of sorting on an anonymous ring 
network where all nodes are totally indistinguishable except for their input values. 
Initially, each vertex of the ring has associated a value from a totally ordered set, 
called multi-set. Besides considering the problem of sorting on a distributed multi-set 
they also investigate its relationship with the leader election problem.
Sasaki [13] has achieved a strict lower bound on the time complexity of n — 1 for 
distributed sorting on a synchronous line network where n  is the number of nodes. 
The lower time bound has traditionally been considered to be n rounds because, 
in parallel sorting on a linear array, n  steps has been proven, based simply on the 
number of disjoint comparison-exchange operations. The strict optimal lower time 
bound of n — 1 is achieved by creating copies of elements. Despite the idea of 
creating nearly double the number of elements, the algorithm is faster than the odd- 
even transposition sort. This algorithm can be executed with both synchronous and 
asynchronous models by simply coping with wakeup. This (n — 1) round algorithm 
can also have a great impact in the field of parallel algorithms. Sasaki designed a 
distributed sorting algorithm on an asynchronous line network [12] which is not only 
optimal on time complexity, but also on communication complexity. Moreover he has 
also shown its possible extensions. Our algorithm has some flavor of Sasaki’s [12] 
algorithm.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis we will do research on designing a distributed sorting algorithm 
that is also self-stabilizing. We solve the distributed sorting problem in asynchronous 
systems, in case the values are not sorted, every process will send its maximum value 
to its right and its minimum value to its left neighbor in the network. Within
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L * (2n — 2) rounds the values are sorted, where L is the maximum number of bits 
required to store one item/element. The solution we presented is self-stabilizing 
meaning it can handle various types of faults such as wrong initialization, message 
loss, memory corruptions, and produces the desired sorted output.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
We give an overview of some topics involved in this research such as distributed 
sorting, synchronous and asynchronous systems, and self-stabilization in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 we present our self-stabilized distributed sorting algorithm, that 
includes the code and the data structures used to implement the algorithm.
The proof of correctness together with examples and complexities are given in 
Chapter 4.
We finish with concluding remarks and possible extensions of the algorithm in 
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2 
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we will present various terms used in our work. We define what 
a distributed system, synchronous and asynchronous systems are self-stabilization, 
oriented chains, lower and upper bounds on the time and space complexities. We 
also list few applications of sorting.
2.1 Distributed Systems 
A distributed system is viewed as a collection of identical processing elements 
interconnected by a set of communication links in either regular or irregular pattern. 
Each processing element is an autonomous computer. These computers operate asyn- 
chronously, and communicate with each other by passing messages without central 
control. The term distributed system  is used to describe communication networks, 
multiprocessor computers and a multitasking single computer. All the above variants 
of distributed systems have similar fundamental coordination requirements among 
the communicating entities, thus an abstract model that ignores the specific setting 
and captures the important characteristics of a distributed system is usually em­
ployed. A distributed system is modeled by a set of n state machines called nodes 
or process that communicate with each other. We usually denote the zth node in the 
system by Pi. Each node can communicate with the set of nodes, called neighbors. It 
is convenient to represent a distributed system by a node, and every two neighboring 
nodes are connected by a link of the communication graph. The communication can 
be carried out by message passing or by using a shared memory.
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In the message-passing model, neighbors communicate each other by sending 
and receiving messages. In shared-memory model, nodes communicate by the use 
of shared communication registers. Nodes may write in a set of registers and may 
read from a possibly different set of registers. An atomic step is the largest step 
that is guaranteed to be executed uninterruptedly. Based on the granularity of the 
atomic steps we have two different models of shared memory model: read-write and 
composite-atomicity models. A node uses composite-atomicity model if each atomic 
step contains (at least) a read operation and a write operation. A node uses read- 
write atomicity model if some atomic step contains either a single read operation or 
a single write operation but not both.
Loui et. al. [7] had shown the non-existence of consensus protocol for systems that 
uses read-write model. The consensus protocol can be solved for systems that uses 
composite atomicity. Any system under composite atomicity model can be emulated 
by a system that uses read-write atomicity model. The composite atomicity model 
is strictly stronger than read-write atomicity model, and our algorithm will follow 
the composite atomicity model.
2.2 Synchronous and Asynchronous Systems 
One of the most fundamental aspects of distributed systems is the distinction 
between synchronous and asynchronous systems. The asynchronous model of dis­
tributed systems has no bounds on:
• Execution latencies i.e., arbitrarily long (but finite) times may occur between 
execution steps of the same process.
•  Message transmission latencies i.e., a message may be received an arbitrarily 
long time after the time it was sent.
• Clock drift rates i.e., process’s local clocks may be arbitrarily set.
In other words, the asynchronous distributed system model makes no assumptions 
about the time intervals involved in any behavior.
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The synchronous model of distributed systems, conversely, has a priori known 
upper and lower bounds on these quantities:
• Each process has a bounded time between its execution steps.
• Each message is transmitted over a channel and received in a bounded time.
• Process’s local clocks may drift either from each other or from global physical 
time only by a bounded rate.
The asynchronous model is the general case, and any proofs of its properties also 
apply to the synchronous model, but the converse is not true. However, a number of 
important properties (e.g. distributed agreement) have been proven impossible even 
under the weak conditions of asynchronous model, but are readily achievable in the 
synchronous model.
2.3 Self-stabilization
The concept of self-stabilization was introduced to computer science by Dijkstra, 
and was later authenticated by Lamport. The idea of self-stabilization was used in 
practice in other areas such as control theory, system science, etc even before Dijk­
stra had coined the name “self-stabilization” . There are various definitions available 
for self-stabilization, and unfortunately the researchers did not agree on one single 
definition. The widely accepted definition for self-stabilization with respect to be­
havior is given as follows; “A self-stabilizing system, regardless of its initial state, 
converges in finite time to a set of states that satisfy its specification” . And with 
respect to system state it is defined as “ A self-stabilizing system, starting from an 
arbitrary state, reaches a state in finite time such that it starts behaving accord­
ing to its specification” . The self-stabilization is defined in terms of two properties: 
Closure and Convergence. Closure refers to the property which requires that during 
all system executions, the system stays within some set of legal or desirable set of 
states unless a fault occurs. Convergence requires the system to reach a legal state 
from any arbitrary (possibly illegal) state in finite steps. A system is self-stabilizing
8
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if it satisfies both closure and convergence properties. In [1, 2] a detailed study of 
different types of faults and how they are accommodated in their definition of stabi­
lization (in terms of closure and convergence) was included. The term fault-tolerance 
is formally defined in [2] for the first time. It was shown that a fault-tolerant program 
is a composition of a fault-intolerant program and a set of fault-tolerant components. 
A method of designing multi-tolerant systems (a system that tolerate multiple types 
of faults) was also presented in [6].
Different models have been defined in the literature of self-stabilization. They 
are: execution model (message passing, and shared registers), fairness (strongly fair, 
unfair, weakly fair), granularity of an atomic step (composite and read/write atom­
icity), and types of daemons (central and distributed daemon). To prove that a 
system is self-stabilizing, two techniques have been commonly used. They are: con­
vergence stair and variant function method. There are few general methods to de­
sign self-stabilization. We just list them without getting into the technical details: 
diffusing computation, silent stabilization, local stabilizer, local checking and local 
correction, window washing, self-containment, snap-stabilization, super-stabilization, 
power supply and transient faults.
There are numerous applications of self-stabilization in the area of network pro­
tocols, e.g routing, congestion control, sensor networks. Many self-stabilizing dis­
tributed solutions are proposed for graph theory problems, for example different 
types of spanning trees, maximal-matching, finding center and media, graph color­
ing. Some classical distributed algorithms are also solved using self-stabilization e.g., 
distributed reset, leader election, mutual exclusion, token circulation and termination 
detection. The above problems are solved for different topologies.
2,4 Oriented Chains 
A line network is defined as a linear collection of n nodes Pi, P^,..., Pn, where 
n > 2, and Pi is bidirectionally connected to Pj+i, where 1 <  z < n. W ithout the loss
9
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of generality, we assume that the network is laid horizontally such that the process 
Pi, also called L E F T , is at the endpoint on the left. Furthermore, we assume that 
each process knows its neighbors only by the local names “left” and “right” , with 
the orientation consistent along the line. Note that an endpoint process knows that 
it is an endpoint by the fact that one of the corresponding local names is “null” . 
Moreover we assume that any process Pi has no knowledge of its position i and the 
total number of nodes n. If a process Pi has k  elements to be sorted, then each 
process requires a local memory of at least O(klogL) bits.
2.5 Lower and Upper bounds 
Lower bound is informally defined as a function or growth rate below which 
solving a problem is impossible. An asymptotic lower bound is defined as a function 
of the size of the input, on the best (fastest, least amount of space used, etc.) an 
algorithm can possibly achieve to solve a problem. That is, no algorithm can use 
fewer resources than the bound. An asymptotic upper bound is defined, as function 
of the size of the input, on the worst case (slowest, most amount of space used, etc.) 
an algorithm will do to solve a problem. That is, no input will cause the algorithm 
to use more resources than the bound.
In [7] of Loui, the message complexity of sorting problem for ring network was 
studied, where initial values have to be sorted clockwise, starting at any position. It 
was shown that every sorting algorithm requires Q{N'^log{L/N)) bits on a ring of 
size N  (where L  is the maximum number of bits to store a value), and an algorithm 
was presented that achieves this lower bound. Similar results are shown for meshes. 
Sasaki has achieved a lower bound of n — 1 rounds in a non-stabilizing system. 
O ’Grestel and Zaks have obtained A t  +  log(L/N ) bits in the worst case for a sorting 
problem with tree topology, where A t  is the maximum degree of a node in tree T.
10
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2.6 Applications of Sorting 
Sorting is used as the basic building block, because once items are sorted many 
other problems becomes easy. We will list few applications of sorting: searching, 
closest pair, element uniqueness, frequency distribution, selection etc.
11
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CHAPTER 3
ALGORITHM AND DATA STRUCTURES 
In this chapter, we will present the variables, the predicates, the macros used 
by our distributed program executed in some node i and the code. The distributed 
program is semi-uniform.(i.e., except for nodes LEFT and RIGHT that execute a 
different program and all the other nodes in the network have the same program)
3.1 Variables
The variables of a node are either link-shared, shared or local variables. The link- 
shared variables are “attached” to the link: some adjacent process can either read 
or write only in that variable. The shared variables are readable by both neighbors 
of the process. The local variables are not accessible by other nodes.
Each node i will be maintaining the following local variables, consistent with the 
rest of the linear network. Variable
• le ft.i  indicates the ID of the left neighbor of node i.
•  right.i indicates the ID of the left neighbor of node i.
•  right.i indicates the ID of the left neighbor of node i.
•  Ui is the initial element that each process holds.
• Rcvd is a set of elements initially {u,}.
Each node i will be maintaining four link-shared variables Mir, Mis, Mrr, Mrs- 
Variable
• Mis is used to store the values that are to be sent to the left neighbor of the 
node i (left.i).
•  Mir is used to store the values received from the left neighbor of node i.
12
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• Mrs is used to store the values that are to be sent to the right neighbor of 
node i {right.i).
•  Mrr is used to store the values received from the right neighbor of node i.
The variables Mir, Mis, Mrr, Mrs have the field:
• val which is either uj, if a node i's state is right or ur if a node i's state is
left.
Each node i will be maintaining the following shared variables. Variable
•  state is used to indicate one of the five possible states: 
state e  {lef t ,  receive, relay, right, send}.
• vl, vr are the received elements from left and right neighbors correspondingly.
•  Ur , Ur are the elements sent to the left and right neighbors correspondingly.
state statestate •a
node i node knode j
M rsM Jr
(left.i) X) I  (right.i) 
'E Rcvd
Rcvd
Rcvd
M_rrM J s
* denotes the link state shared variable
Figure 1. Diagram to show the variables used in our algorithm
3.2 Predicates
The predicates used in the algorithm are defined as follows:
13
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• to-sendjminii) : When a node has one or more values and if its values are 
less than the values of its left neighbor’s value then this predicate will be enabled, 
and the node sends its minimum value to its left neighbor.
•  to-send-max{i) : When a node has one or more values and if its values 
are greater than the values of its right neighbor’s value then this predicate will be 
enabled, and sends its maximum value to its right neighbor.
• toJTCV-rightjmsg{i) : Whenever a node’s right neighbor has a new value to 
send this predicate is enabled.
•  to jrcvJeft-m sg{i) : Whenever a node’s left neighbor has a new value to send 
this predicate is enabled.
• enablesend-right : If a node’s right neighbor E {receive, right, relay, send} 
and if the node’s tosend-m ax  predicate is true then Predicate enablesend-right 
becomes true.
• enable s e n d  de f t  : If a node’s le f t  neighbor E {receive, le ft, relay, send} and 
if the node’s to sen d -m in  predicate is true then Predicate enable s e n d  de f t  becomes 
true.
Predicates:
tosend-m in{i) =  Rcvd.i ^  0 A m ax{Rcvd.left{i)) > min{Rcvd.i) 
tosend-m ax(i) = Rcvd.i Am in{Rcvd.right{i)) < max(Rcvd.i))V\Rcvd.i\ > 1 
to-rcv-right-msg(i) = Mrr-i ^  Mis.rightii) 
to-rcvdeft-m sg(i) = Mi^-.i ^  Mrs-left{i)
enablesend-right{i) = {tosend-max{i)Astate.right{i) E {receive, right, relay, send}) 
enablesenddeft{i) = (tosend-m in{i)A sta te.le ft(i) E {receive, le f t ,  relay, send})
3.3 The Macros
There are a number of macros used by the algorithm. 
send-M in{i) = process i sends its minimum element to its left neighbor.
14
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UR-i := min{Rcud.i)
Mis-i.val UrÀ 
Rcvd.i := Rcvd.i \  { u r . i }
send-Max(i) =  process i sends the maximum element to its right neighbor.
U R . i  := max{Rcvd.i)
M r s - i . v a l  : =  U R . i
Rcvd.i = Rcvd.i \  { u r . i }
rcvdjright{i) =  process i receives the minimum element of its right neighbor.
Mrr-i = Mis.right.i 
V R . i  = Mis.right.i.val 
Rcvd.i — Rcvd.i U { v r . i }
rcvdJeft(i)  = process i receives the maximum element of its left neighbor.
M i r - i  =  M r s - f i g h t . i  
V R . i  =  M r s - f i g h t . i . v a l
Rcvd.i =  Rcvd.i U { v r . i }
15
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3.4 The Code
Let LEFT be the leftmost process of the linear network, and RIGHT be the 
rightmost process of the linear network. By abuse of notation, let all other nodes be 
called MIDDLE nodes. The code for the end-nodes is different from the code of the 
middle-nodes.
A lg o rith m  1 Stabilizing Sorting on Linear Networks
A ctions for LEFT n ode i such th at left . i  =  J_ ;
S  :: state.i =  send A enablesendjright(i) — > 
i f  Rcvd.i ^  0 then send-Max{i) 
state.i =  receive
S R  :: state.i =  send A -^tosendjmax{i) A tojrcvjright-msg{i) — > state.i =  receive
TZ-Re :: state.i =  receive A tojrcvjrightjmsg{i) — » 
rcvd-right{i) 
state.i  =  relay
TZeS :: state.i =  relay A state.right{i) =  receive — > state.i =  send
TZe-R :: state.i =  relay  A state.right(i) =  send — > state.i =  receive
7ZS :: state.i =  receive  A {{->tO-rcv-right-msg{i) A tosend-max)  A state.right{i) ^  send)
— » state.i =  send
TZeS :: state.i =  relay  A state.right{i) =  relay A tosendjm ax  — > state.i  =  send 
CS :: state.i =  l ef t  — » state.i =  send 
Tii-S :: state.i =  right  — state.i =  send
16
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A ctions for R IG H T  node i such th a t right.i =  _L :
S  :: state.i =  send A enablesendJeft{ i)  — > 
i f  Rcvd.i 0 then send-Min(i) 
state.i =  receive
S R  :: state.i = send A {{-'tosendjm in{i) A to jrc v J e ftjn sg { i) )  V s ta te .le ft{ i)  =  send) 
— > sta te.i =  receive
TZ-Re :: state.i =  receive A to -rcvJeftjnsg(i)  — > 
rcvdJeft{ i)  
state.i =  relay
TZeS :: state.i =  relay A state.left{i) =  receive — » state.i =  send
R e-R  :: state.i =  relay A state.left{i) =  send — > state.i =  receive
TZS :: state.i =  receive A {{->to-rcvJeftjmsg{i) A tosend-m in)  A state.left{i)  ^  send) 
— > state.i =  send
TZeS :: state.i =  relay A state.left{i) =  relay A to send-m in  — > state.i =  send 
CS :: state.i  =  l ef t  — > state.i =  send 
TZi-S :: state.i =  right — > state.i  =  send
17
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A ction s for M ID D L E  n ode i :
S  :: state.i =  send A {enablesend-right V enablesendJeft)  — > 
i f  {Rcvd.i ^  0 A enablesendJeft) then send-Min{i) 
i f  {Rcvd.i ^  0 A enablesend-right) then send-Max{i) 
state.i — receive
S R  :: state.i =  send A {{-'tosend-min{i)  A -dosend-max{i))  V state.left{i) =  send) 
— > state.i =  receive
R -R e :: state.i =  receive A to-rcv-right-msg{i) A to-rcv-left-msg{i) — > 
rcvd-right{i) 
rcvd-left{i)  
state.i  =  relay
R -R i :: state.i =  receive A to-rcv-right-msg{i) A -^to-rcv-left-msg{i) — > 
rcvd-right{i) 
state.i  =  right
R -L  :: state.i =  receive A -ito-rcv-right-msg{i) A tO-rcvJeft-msg{i) — » 
rcvd-left{i)  
state.i  =  l ef t
R S  :: state.i = receive A {-itO-rcv-right-msg{i) A -^to-rcvJeft-m sg{i)A  
{{tosend-m ax{i) A state.right{i) ^  send) V {tosend-m in{i)  A sta te .le ft{ i)  /  send)) 
— > sta te.i = send
Ri-Re :: state.i =  right A to-rcvJeft-m sg{i)  — > 
rcvdJeft{ i)  
state.i =  relay
C-Re :: state.i — l ef t  A to-rcv-right-msg{i) — > 
rcvd-right{i) 
state.i =  relay
18
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A ctions for M ID D L E  node i (continued) :
C-S :: state.i =  l ef t  A -^tojrcv-rightjmsg{i) — > stated =  send
C-R :: state.i =  l ef t  A to-rcvJeft-msg{i)  — > state.i =  receive
TZ.S :: state.i =  right A -^to-rcvJeft-msg{i) — > state.i =  send
TZ-R :: state.i =  right A tojrcvjright-msg{i) — > state.i  =  receive
TZeSl :: state.i =  relay  A state.left(i) =  send A state.right{i) =  send — > state.i =  receive
lZeS2  :: state.i =  relay  A state.left{i) =  send A state.right{i) — receive — > 
state.i — receive
TZe-Rl :: state.i =  relay  A state.left{i) =  receive A state.right{i) =  receive — > 
state.i =  send
TZe-R2 :: state.i =  relay  A state.left(i) =  receive A state.right{i) =  send — > 
state.i =  receive
19
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3.5 Explanation of Our Algorithm 
Model: A distributed system is an undirected, connected graph S  =  {V, E) where 
V  is the set of nodes (|E | =  n) and E  is the set of links or edges. A link between 
nodes i and j  is identified by the pair {i,j)  and for every {i,j)  E E, nodes i and j  are 
called neighbors. We consider the end nodes of a line network to be special nodes
i.e., the leftmost process to be LEFT and the rightmost process to be RIGHT, and 
the intermediate nodes to be MIDDLE nodes. Each process/node will have a set of 
elements to be sorted. Each node executes the program which is specified by a finite 
set of variables and finite set of actions. Each node execute asynchronously.
Communications: Each node has three types of variables: LinkSharedvariables, 
Sharedvariables and Localvartables. More details of these variables are given in 
the variables section. 3.1. The shared and the link-shared variables are used to 
communicate with the neighbors. The local variables defined in the program of the 
node i are used strict locally, meaning that they cannot be accessed by the neighbors 
of i. A node can only write to its own variables and can only read variables owned 
by the neighboring nodes. So, only the shared and the link shared variables of i can 
be accessed by i and its neighbors.
States and Configurations: The state of node is defined by the values of its local 
variables. A configuration of a distributed system S  = (E, E) is an instance of the 
states of its nodes and links. The set of configurations of S  is denoted as C.
Actions and Computation: A nodes action consists of an internal computation 
along with one or more read and write actions. This execution model is called 
composite atomicity model. Each action is defined by a labeled guarded command: 
< label > :: < guard > — < statement >
The guard of an action in the program of % is a boolean expression involving the 
local variables of i, the link shared variables, shared variables of i and its neighbors. 
An action can be executed only if its guard evaluates to true. We assume that the 
actions are atomically executed: the atomic execution of an action of i is called
20
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a step o f  i. A nodes action may change the global configuration of the system. 
Furthermore, several actions may occur at the same time. We define the space 
complexity of a self-stabilizing protocol as the memory space needed to hold the 
local, link shared and the shared variables. We also define the time complexity of a 
self-stabilizing protocol as the time needed to reach a configuration that matches the 
global predicate P S O R T  (defined in next chapter) after the faults cease to occur.
Basic idea of our algorithm: The leftmost node or process (i.e., LEFT or Pi) 
will send its maximum element to its right neighbor if it has any element and that 
element is not sorted. In the same way, a rightmost node or process (i.e., RIGHT 
or P„) will send its minimum element to its left neighbor if it has any element and 
that element is not sorted. Each other node or process (i.e., MIDDLE or P 2 , . .., 
Pn-i) will send its maximum element to its right neighbor if the right neighbor has 
some value which is lesser than its maximum element. It also sends its minimum 
element to its left neighbor if the left neighbor has some value which is larger than 
its minimum element. This transfer of elements continues until all the elements in 
the linear network are in sorted order.
Explanation of our algorithm (informal description of the algorithm): Each pro­
cess or node has a set of elements in its local variable called Rcvd, which holds the 
elements for sorting. Each process has a local variable called state which can be in 
one of the five values {left, receive, relay, right, relay}. As previously mentioned 
we divide the linear network into three groups LEFT, RIGHT, MIDDLE. We now 
show the operations of the node or process with respect to their variable state.
When Pj’s variable state is l e f t  or right: If the leftmost node or process (LEFT 
or Pi) variable state is le f t  or right then no messages will be received or sent, the 
node just changes its variable state to send.
In the same way if the rightmost node’s (RIGHT or P„) variable state is le f t  or 
right then the RIGHT node will not send or receive messages but just changes its 
variable state to send.
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If the MIDDLE node’s variable state is left,  and if it has to receive messages 
from its right, it receives the message and changes its variable state to relay. If it 
has to no messages from its right neighbor, it changes its state variable to send. If it 
has no messages from it left neighbor, it simply changes its variable state to receive. 
If the MIDDLE node’s variable state is right and if it has any message from its left 
neighbor then it receives the message and changes its variable state to relay. If the 
MIDDLE node has any message from its right neighbor then it changes its variable 
state to receive. If it has no messages from its left neighbor then the MIDDLE 
node’s variable state is changed to send.
When Pj’s variable state is send: If the leftmost nodes variable state is send and if 
it has some element which is larger than its neighboring node and if its neighboring 
nodes variable state is either receive, right,relay, or send it sends its maximum 
element and changes its variable state to receive. If the leftmost node has no element 
which is larger than its neighboring node or if the variable Rcvd of the leftmost node 
is empty then the leftmost nodes variable state is changed to receive.
If the rightmost nodes variable state is send and if it has some element which is 
smaller than its neighboring node and if its neighboring nodes variable state is either 
receive, l e f t  or relay, it sends its minimum element and changes its variable state to 
receive. If the rightmost node has no element which is smaller than its neighboring 
node or if the variable Rcvd of the rightmost node is empty then the leftmost nodes 
variable state is changed to receive.
If the MIDDLE node’s variable state is send and if it has some element which 
is larger than its right neighbor or it has some element which is smaller than its 
left neighbor, it sends them to its right and left neighbors respectively, and changes 
its variable state to receive. If the MIDDLE node has no elements to send or if 
the MIDDLE nodes left neighbor’s variable state is send then the MIDDLE node 
remains unchanged without receiving or sending any messages.
When P j’s variable state is receive: If the leftmost node’s (LEET or Pi) variable
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State is receive and if it has received messages from its right neighbor then the 
variable state  of the LEFT node is changed to relay. If the leftmost node has no 
messages from its right neighbor, and it has to send its maximum value to its right, 
then it checks if the variable state of its right neighbor is not send. If so then the 
variable state  of the LEFT node is changed to send.
Similarly for the rightmost node (RIGHT or P„) if the variable state is receive 
and it has messages from its left then the variable state of the RIGHT node is 
changed to relay after receiving tha t left message. If the rightmost node has no 
message from its left neighbor but it has to send its minimum element to its left, 
it checks whether the left neighbor’s variable state is not send, if so the rightmost 
state variable is changed to send.
If the MIDDLE nodes variable state is receive and it has both left and right 
messages, it receives them and changes its variable state to relay. If the MIDDLE 
node has either right or left messages, then it receives those messages and changes 
its variable state to right and l e f t  respectively. If the MIDDLE node has no left or 
right messages, and if it has to send either its maximum or minimum element and 
the variable state of the left or right neighbor is not send, then the variable state of 
the MIDDLE node is changed to send.
When Pi's variable state is relay: If the leftmost node’s variable state is relay, 
it checks whether its right neighbors variable state is either receive, send or relay. 
If its right neighbor’s variable state is receive then the leftmost node changes its 
variable state to send without sending or receiving messages. If its right neighbors 
variable state is send then the variable state of the leftmost node changes to receive 
without sending or receiving messages. If its right neighbor’s variable state is relay, 
and if the middle node has to send its maximum value to its right neighbor then the 
variable state of the middle node is changed to send.
Similarly if the rightmost node’s variable state is relay, it checks whether its 
left neighbor’s variable state is either receive, send or relay. If its left neighbor’s
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variable state is receive then the variable state of the leftmost node is simply changed 
to send. If its left neighbor’s variable state is send then the variable state of the 
leftmost node is changed to receive and if the left neighbors variable state is relay 
and the middle node has to send its minimum value then the variable state of the 
middle node is changed to send.
If the MIDDLE node’s variable state is relay, it checks the variable state of 
its left and right neighbors. If the variable state of its left neighbor is send and if 
the variable state of its right neighbor is either send or receive then the MIDDLE 
node just changes its value of the variable state to receive. If the left neighbor’s 
variable state is receive and its right neighbors variable state is also receive then 
the MIDDLE node changes its variable state to send without receiving or sending any 
message. If the left neighbor’s variable state is receive and right neighbors variable 
state is send the MIDDLE node changes its variable state to receive without sending 
or receiving any messages.
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CHAPTER 4
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS 
We define the Global Predicate V  as follows:
V-SOTZT  =  Li A L2  A L3  where
• Li =  {V node i : left{i)  7  ̂ T  A max{Rcvd.left{i)) < min{Rcvd.i)}
• L 2  = { no new messages are generated }
• Z/ 3  =  3/c >  0 : (Vi, 1 < i < & : \Rcvd.i\ =  1) A (if 3 i,k  < i < n  then 
\Rcvd.i\ =  0)
Algorithm S  is self-stabilizing if it satisfies the following two conditions:
A (Convergence) Starting from some arbitrary configuration Co, in finite number 
of rounds the algorithm reaches a configuration that satisfies Predicate V.
B (Closure) If a configuration C satisfies Predicate V, all subsequent configura­
tions C  reachable from C  must satisfy Predicate V.
We prove that Algorithm S  satisfies the above two condition.
4.1 Proof of Closure
P ro p e rty  1. I f  some node i is in a configuration that satisfies Predicate V  then its 
variable Rcvd.i remains unchanged and node i does not generate any messages.
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Proof. Since Predicate Li is true in configuration C, V node i, the predicates 
to-sendjmax{i) and tosendjmin{i)  are false. Thus Guard S  is disabled for any 
node i, so macros send-Min{i) and send-Max{i) do not get executed. Thus variable 
Rcvd{i) remains unchanged. Since Predicate Tg is true in configuration C, V node 
z, the predicates
to-rcvjrightjmsg{i) and tojrcvJeftjmsg{i)  are false. We have three cases, based on 
node i position:
a) z =  L E F T  and the value of its variable state is
send :: Guard S R  is disabled. No action is enabled and so no new messages are 
generated.
receive :: Guard R  is disabled. No new messages are generated and variable Rcvd{i) 
remains unchanged.
relay :: Depending upon the value of state.right{i), a node z may change its vari­
able state to send, receive or remain in relay. In any case, no new 
messages are generated.
b) z =  R IG H T  and the value of its variable state is
send :: If the value state.left{i) =  send then Guard S R  is enabled. Node z 
changes its state to receive. No new messages are generated.
receive :: Guard R  is disabled. No new messages are generated and variable Rcvd{i) 
remains unchanged.
relay :: Depending upon the value of state.left{i), one of the guards R e S  or Rc-R  
may be enabled. Node z may change its variable state to send, receive or 
remain in relay without generating any new messages.
c) z is a MIDDLE node and the value of its variable state is
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send :: Depending upon the value of state.left{i), Guard S R  may be enabled. 
Node i may change its variable state to receive, without generating any 
new messages.
receive :: Guards R^Re, R^Ri, P_L are disabled. No action is enabled and so no 
new messages are generated and also variable Rcvd{i) remains unchanged.
relay Depending upon the values of state.left{i) and state.right{i), node i may
change its variable state to send, receive or remain in relay, without 
generating any new messages.
l e f t  :: Guards L_i?e and LJFt are disabled and variable Rcvd{i) remains un­
changed. Guard L S  is enabled. Node i changes its variable state to 
send, without generating any new messages.
right :: Guards Ri^Re and R..R are disabled and variable Rcvd{i) remains un­
changed. Guard R S  is enabled. Node i changes its variable state to 
send, without generating any new messages.
□
L em m a 1 . (Closure) I f  a configuration C satisfies Predicate V, all subsequent con­
figurations C  reachable from C satisfy Predicate V.
Proof. Configuration C  satisfies Predicate V. Starting from configuration C, if some 
node i executes and in one execution step reaches configuration C ,  then we show 
that the subsequent configuration C  does also satisfy Predicate P. (We show that 
configuration C' satisfies Li, L 2  and L3 .)
In other words, we prove in Property 1 that: - Node i does not generate any 
new messages and does not receive messages. (Predicate L 2  is satisfied.) - Variable 
Rcvd.i remains unchanged. (Predicates Li and L3  are satisfied.) □
4.2 Proof of Convergence
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P ro p e r ty  2. I f  state. L E  F T  = send and state.right{LEET)  =  l e f t  then in finite 
number of rounds the variable state.right(LEFT) will have one of the values in the 
set {receive, right, relay}.
Proof. If the variable state.right(LEET)  =  le ft ,  then we have the following sub 
cases:
1) If Predicate tojrcvjrightjrnsg{right{LEET)) is true. Guard L^Re is executed 
and it changes the variable state.right(LEFT)  to relay in at most one round.
2) If Predicate tojrcvj'ightjmsg{right{LEET))  is false. Guard L S  is executed 
and it changes the variable state.right{LEET)  to send in at most one round. 
Once that variable state.right(LEET)  variable is send. Guard S R  is enabled.
It is also possible that Guard S-R  may be enabled. In any case, one of 
the enabled guards will be selected and executed in at most one round, so 
the variable state.right(LEFT)  becomes receive. So a total of at most two 
rounds are needed for the variable state.right{LEFT)  to have a value in the 
set {receive, right, relay}, and here it is receive. .
3) If Predicate to jrcvJeftjm sg{right{LEET))  is true then Guard L_P is the only 
enabled guard at node right{LEFT).  It is selected and executed in at most 
one round, and it changes the variable state.right{LEET)  to receive.
□
L em m a 2. I f  \Rcvd.LEFT\ >  1, in finite number of steps variable Rcvd .LEFT has 
only one value \Rcvd.LEFT\ = 1.
Proof. If \Rcvd.LEFT\ > 1, then Predicate to-sendjmax{LEET)  is true.
The variable sta te .LE F T  can take values in the set {send, receive, relay, le ft ,  right}. 
We have several cases:
Case 1) s ta te .LEET = send. We have several sub cases, depending on the value of 
state.right(LEFT).
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1.1) If the variable state.right{i) E {right, receive, relay, send} then Guard S  is 
enabled at node L E F T  and no other guards are enabled at node L E E T .  Node 
L E E T  will send the maximum value of Rcvd.LEFT  to its right neighbor in 
at most one round. Thus \Rcvd.LEFT\ decreases by 1.
l.ii) If the variable state.right(LEET)  =  le ft,  then in finite amount of rounds (at 
most two rounds) Guards S  or S R  will be enabled (Property 2). One of the en­
abled guards is arbitrarily selected and will change the variable state.right(LEFT)  
to receive. Then we apply Case l.i).
Case 2) s ta te .L E E T  = relay. Depending upon the state.right{LEET)  we have
several cases:
2.1) If the variable state.right(LEFT) = receive then Guard R e S  will be enabled 
at node L E E T  and it is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at most 
one round and sta te .LEET  becomes send.
2.Ü) If the variable state.right{LEFT) = send then Guard Re^R  will be enabled 
at node L E E T  and it is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at most 
one round and sta te .LEET  becomes receive.
2.iii) If the variable state.right(LEFT) = relay then Guard R eS  will be enabled at 
node L E E T  and it is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at most 
one round and s ta te .LEF T  becomes send.
2.iv) If the variable state.right(LEET)  =  le f t  then at node right{LEFT)  one of 
the Guards L JÎ ,  L S ,  or L.Re  is enabled and one guard will be selected and 
executed in at most one round. The variable state.right(LEFT)  is changed to 
relay, send or receive. After this execution, if the node L E F T  is still in relay 
then it changes its variable state by following either Case 2 .ii) or Case 2.in) in 
one more round. So a total of at most three rounds are necessary.
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2.v) If the variable state.right(LEFT) = right then at node right{LEFT)  one of 
the Guards Ri-Re, R ^ ,  or R -R  is enabled and one guard will be selected and 
executed in at most one round. The variable state.right{LEFT)  is changed to 
relay, send or receive in at most one round. After this execution, if the node 
L E F T  is still in relay then it changes its variable state by following either 
Case 2.Ü) or Case 2.iii) in at most one more round. So a total of three rounds 
are necessary.
Case 3) s ta te .LEF T  =  receive. Then either Guard R  or R S  is enabled at node 
L E F T  (but one of them is certainly enabled and no other guard is enabled).
3.i) If Predicate tojrcvjrightjmsg{LEFT)  is true, then Guard R  is enabled. In 
at most one round, node L E E T  changes value of the variable sta te .LE F T  to 
relay. Then Case 2 ) is applied.
3.Ü) If Predicate tojrcvjrightjmsg{LEET)  is false then Guard R S  is enabled. In 
at most one round, node L E E T  changes value of the variable sta te .LE F T  to 
send. Then Case 1) is applied.
Case 4) s ta te .LEFT — le ft.  Then at node L E F T  only Guard LS  is enabled. It 
will be selected and executed in at most one round, and the variable state. L E  F T  
changes to send. Then Case 1) will be applied. Case 5) s ta te .LEFT  =  right. Then 
at node L E E T  only Guard Ri..S is enabled. It will be selected and executed in at 
most one round, and the variable state. L E  F T  changes to send. Then Case 1 ) will 
be applied. □
L em m a 3. I f  some value in Rcvd. L E  F T  is greater than some value in 
Rcvd.right(LEFT) (i.e., m ax{Rcvd.LEET)  > min{Rcvd.right{LEET))) then the 
value will be eventually moved from R cvd .L E F T  to Rcvd.right{LEFT).
Proof. Let x  be the maximum in R cvd .L E F T  (i.e. x > {R c v d .L E F T \x } )  and y be 
the minimum in Rcvd.right (L E  F T )  (i.e. y < {Rcvd.right{LEFT) \  y]). We have
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that X  > y. Predicate tosendjm ax{LEFT)  is true at node L E F T  and Predicate 
tO-sendjmin(right{LEET)) is true at node right(LEET).  Then we follow the 
same proof as Property 2 to show that x  is removed from Rcvd.L E  F T  (Macro 
sendJ\Lax(LEFT)  is executed at node L E F T )  in finite number of rounds (at most 
three rounds). The value which may be sent by node right.L E  F T  is y and since 
y  <  {Rcvd.right(LEET) \  y} and y < x, it implies that by adding x  to 
Rcvd.right{LEFT) \  y we converge to the situation when max{Rcvd.LEFT) < 
min{Rcvd.right{LEET).  □
P ro p e r ty  3. I f  for the node i — L E E T  the condition: “\Rcvd.i\ =  1 and any 
value in Rcvd.i is less than or equal to any value in Rcvd.right(i) ” : \Rcvd.i = 
1| A max(Rcvd.i) < min(Rcvd.right(i)), then no new messages are generated by 
node L E E T .
Proof. If the above condition is true, then Predicate to..send_max{LEFT) is false, 
thus Guard S  is disabled at node L E E T .  Guard S  is the only guard whose execution 
can generate new messages from node L E E T .  □
P ro p e r ty  4. I f  the variables state. R IG  H T  = send and s ta te .le ft(R IG H T) = right 
then in finite number of rounds the variable s ta te .le ft{R IG H T) will have one of the 
values in the set { le ft ,  receive, relay}.
Proof. If the variable sta te .le ft(R IG H T) = right, then we have the following sub 
cases:
1) If Predicate tojrcv-leftjm sg{left[RIG H T))  is true, then Guard Ri.Re  is en­
abled. Guard R -R  may be enabled as well. One of the enabled guards is 
selected and executed in at most one round at node le f t (R IG H T ).  Variable 
sta te .le ft(R IG H T)  becomes either relay or receive (and then Case l.i) of 
Property 5 is applied).
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2) If Predicate to -rcvJeftjm sg{left{R IG H T))  is false, Guard R S  is enabled 
and also Guard R-R  may be enabled as well. One of the enabled guards is 
selected and executed in at most one round at node le ft{R IG H T).  Variable 
sta te .le ft{RIG H T)  becomes either send (Case a) is applied) or receive (and 
then Case l.i) of Property 5 is applied).
□
L em m a 4. I f  Predicate tosend-m in  is true at node R IG H T  then the minimum  
value of Rcvd.RIG H T  is sent to the node le f t (R IG H T ) in at most three rounds.
Proof. We have several cases, depending on the value of variable state.RIGHT.  
Case 1) state. R IG  H T  =  send. We have several sub cases, depending on the value 
of s ta te .le ft(R IG H T).
1.1) If the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)  E {lef t ,  receive, relay, send} then Guard 
S  is enabled at node R IG H T  and no other guard is enabled at node R IG H T .  
Node R IG H T  executes the Guard S  and the minimum value of R cvd .R IG H T  
is sent to its left neighbor le f t .R IG H T  in at most one round.
l.ii) If the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T) = right then in finite number of rounds 
(at most two rounds) Guards S  or S R  of the RIGHT node will be enabled 
(Property 4). One of the enabled guards is arbitrarily selected and will change 
the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)  to receive. Then we apply Case l.i).
Case 2) s ta te .R IG H T  =  receive. Then either Guard R-Re  or R S  may be enabled at 
node R IG H T  (but one of them is certainly enabled and no other guard is enabled).
2.1) If Predicate to-rcv-left-m sg(RIG H T)  is true at node R IG H T ,  then Guard 
R-Re is enabled at node R IG H T  and it is the only enabled guard. In at most 
one round, node R IG H T  executes Guard R-Re  and the variable s ta te .R IG H T  
becomes relay. Then Case 3) is applied.
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2.il) If Predicate tojrcvJieft-msg{RIGHT)  is false at node R IG H T ,  then depend­
ing on the variable sta te .le ft(R IG H T)  Guard R S  may be enabled and it is 
the only enabled guard
2.11.a) Variable sta te .le ft(R IG H T) ^  send. Then Guard R S  is enabled and it 
is the only one. In at most one round, node R IG H T  executes Guard R S  
and the variable s ta te .R IG H T  becomes send. Then Case 1) is applied.
2.11.b) Variable sta te .le ft(R IG H T) = send. Then Predicate enablesendjright 
is true at node le f t (R IG H T ).  Guard S  is selected and executed in at 
most one round. Variable sta te .le ft(R IG H T)  becomes receive and Case 
a) is applied.
Case 3) s ta te .R IG H T = relay. Depending upon the s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)  we have
several cases:
3.1) If the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)  =  receive then Guard R e S  will be enabled 
at node R IG H T  and it is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at 
most one round and sta te .R IG H T  becomes send. Then Case 1) is applied.
3.Ü) If the variable sta te .le ft(R IG H T)  =  send then Guard Re-R  will be enabled 
at node R IG H T  and it is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at 
most one round and s ta te .R IG H T  becomes receive. Then Case 2) is applied. 
Since the number of elements in every node is finite and the number of nodes 
in the network is finite, then after a while Predicate to jrcvJe ftjm sg (R IG H T )  
is not true anymore. Thus Guard R-Re  will not be enabled when the variable 
s ta te .R IG H T — receive. The only enabled Guard will be RS, then Case 1 ) 
will apply.
3.iii) If the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)  =  relay then Guard ReS  is enabled at node 
R IG H T  and it is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at most one 
round and sta te .R IG H T  becomes send. Then Case 1) is applied.
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3.iv) If the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T) — le f t  then at node le f t{R IG H T )  one of 
the Guards L-R, L S ,  or L S e  is enabled at node le ft{R IG H T).  One of the 
enabled guards is selected and executed at node le f t (R IG H T )  in at most one 
round. Variable sta te .le ft{RIG H T)  becomes either relay (and then Case 3) 
is applied), send (and then Case 1) is applied), or receive (and then Case 2) is 
applied). If the variable state.RIG H T  is relay, then either Case 3.ii) or Case 
3.in) is applied in at most one more round.
3.v) If the variable s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)) = right then one of the Guards Ri-Re, 
R S ,  or R-R  is enabled at node le f t(R IG H T ).  One of the enabled guards is 
selected and executed in at most one round. In at most one round the variable 
s ta te .le ft(R IG H T)  becomes either relay (and then Case 3) is applied), send 
(and then Case 1) is applied), or receive (and then Case 2 ) is applied). Then 
if the variable sta te .R IG H T  is relay then then either Case 3.ii) or Case 3.in) 
is applied in at most one more round.
Case 4) s ta te .R IG H T  =  le ft .  Then Guard L S  is the only enabled guard at node 
R IG H T .  It will be selected and executed in at most one round, and variable 
state. R IG  H T  becomes send. Then Case 1) is applied. Case 5) s ta te .R IG H T  =  
right. Then Guard R i S  is the only enabled guard at the node R IG H T .  It will be 
selected and executed in at most one round, and the variable s ta te .R IG H T  becomes 
send. Then Case 1) is applied. □
P ro p e r ty  5. I f  some value in the set Rcvd .R IG H T is lesser than some value in 
the set Rcvd .le ft(RIG H T) (i.e., m in(Rcvd.RIG H T) < m ax(Rcvd.le ft{RIG H T)))  
then the value will be eventually moved from Rcvd.R IG H T to R cvd .le ft(R IG H T).
Proof. Let x  be the minimum in Rcvd.R IG H T  (i.e. x < {R cvd .R IG H T \  z}) and 
y  be the maximum in Rcvd.right(LEFT)  (i.e. y > {Rcvd .le ft(R IG H T) \  y}). We 
have that x < y. Predicate tO-send-min(RIGHT) is true at node R IG H T  and
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Predicate
tO-send-max{left{RIGHT)) is true at node le f t (R IG H T ).  In Property 4 we show 
that if Predicate tosendjm in{R IG H T)  is true at node R IG H T  then value x  is re­
moved from Rcvd.RIG H T  (Macro send-M in{RIG H T)  is executed at node R IG H T )  
in finite number of rounds (at most three rounds). The value which may be sent by 
node le f t (R IG H T )  is y and since
y  <  {Rcvd.le ft(RIG H T) \  y} and x < y, it implies that by adding y to 
{Rcvd.(RIGHT) \  x}  we converge to the situation when min{Rcvd.RIGHT) > 
m ax(Rcvd.le ft(R IG H T).  □
P ro p e r ty  6 . I f  for the node i = R IG H T  the condition: “any value in Rcvd.i is 
greater or equal to any value in Rcvd.leftif) i.e., min{Rcvd.i) >  max{Rcvd.left{i)) “, 
then no new messages are generated by node R IG H T .
Proof. If the condition is true, then Predicate tosend-m in{R IG H T)  is false, thus 
Guard S  is disabled at node R IG H T .  Guard S  is the only guard whose execution 
can generate new messages from node R IG H T .  □
P ro p e r ty  7. I f  Predicates to sen d jm a x {M ID D LE) and to send jm in{M ID D L E )  
are true, and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  = send, then in at most one round, the 
minimum and the maximum values from R cvd .M ID D L E  are sent accordingly.
Proof. Since Predicates tosendjm ax  and to send jm in  are true. Guard S  may be 
true if the variable sta te .le ft(M ID D L E )  E {receive, le ft ,  relay, send} 
or if the variable state.right{M IDDLE)  E {receive, right, relay, send}. We have 
then the following cases:
1) The variables s ta te .le ft(M ID D L E )  E {receive, le f t ,  relay, send} and
state.right{M I  D D LE)  E {receive, right, relay, send}. Then in at most one 
round the node MIDDLE will execute Guard S, the minimum and the maxi­
mum values from Rcvd-M ID D LE  are sent accordingly, and change the variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  to receive.
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2) The variable s ta te .le ft(M ID D LE) — right, then the node le f t (M ID D L E )  
cannot be node RIGHT. The node le f t (M ID D L E )  can be either node LEFT 
or other MIDDLE node. If the node le f t{M ID D L E )  is the node LEFT, 
then Guard R i S  is the only enabled guard at node le f t[M ID D L E ).  After 
the execution of Guard R i S  the variable s ta te .le ft(M lD D L E )  is changed to 
send. We then apply Case 1).
If the node le f t{M ID D L E )  is not node LEFT, then node le f t{M ID D L E )  
cannot be node RIGHT and obviously node le f t{M ID D L E )  is another MID­
DLE node. Then node le f t{M ID D L E )  can execute either Guards Ri-Re, 
R S ,  R -R  depending upon the predicates to-rcv-right-msg{MIDDLE)  and 
to-rcv-left-msg(M  I  DD LE).  The variable sta te .le ft(M ID D L E )  will then 
change in at most one round to either relay, receive or send. We then apply 
Case 1 ).
3) The variable state.right{M I  D D LE)  =  le ft ,  then the node r igh t{M ID D LE )  
cannot be node LEFT. The node right{M ID D LE)  can be either a MIDDLE 
node or node RIGHT. If node right{M ID D LE)  is node RIGHT, then Guard 
L S  is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at most one round and 
the variable state.right{M I  D D LE)  will be changed to send. Then Case 1) 
applies. If right (MIDDLE) node is some other MIDDLE node, depending upon 
the predicates to-rcv-right-msg{MIDDLE)  and to -rcv-left-m sg(M ID D LE)  
the variable state.right{M I  D D LE)  is changed from le f t  to relay. Then Case
1 ) applies.
□
P ro p e r ty  8 . I f  Predicates to send -m ax{M  I  D D LE) and to sen d -m in {M ID D L E )  
are true, and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  = receive, then in finite rounds, the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes send.
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Proof. We have the following cases:
1) If Predicates tojrcujright-msg{M I  D D LE)  and to jrcvJeft-m sg{M ID D LE)  
are true, then Guard R-Re  will be enabled. In at most one round then the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to relay. Then at least of the guards 
R e S l ,  R e S 2 ,  Re-R l  or Re-R2 is enabled. Depending upon the variables 
state.left{M  I  D D LE)  and state.right(M IDDLE),  the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  
becomes either receive or send in at most one round. If the variable state of 
the MIDDLE node is changed to receive, then in finite amount of rounds it 
will be changed to send.
2) If Predicate to-rcv-rightjmsg{M I  D D LE)  is true and to-rcv-left-m sg(M ID D LE)  
is false then in at most one round the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  changes to 
right. Since Predicate tO-rcvJeft-msg{M IDDLE)  is false and 
to-rcv-right-msg{M I  D D LE)  is true then Guards L S  and L-R  will be en­
abled. One of the enabled guards will be selected arbitrarily.
If Guard L S  is selected then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send.
If Guard L-R  is selected then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to 
receive. Then Guard R-R i  is the only enabled guard and it changes the variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  to right in at most one round. Then either Guards R S  or 
R -R  will be enabled. Arbitrarily one of the enabled guard is selected. If Guard 
R S  is selected, then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send in at most 
three rounds. If Guard RJFi is selected, then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is 
changed to receive. Then in finite number of rounds variable s ta te .M ID D L E  
will be changed to send.
3) If Predicate to-rcvjright-msg{MIDDLE)  is false and to-rcv-left-msg(M I  D D LE)  
is true then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to le ft .  Then node MID­
DLE may execute either Guard L S  or L-R. Arbitrarily one of the guards
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is selected. If Guard L S  is selected then in at most two rounds the variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send. If Guard L-R  is selected then in at most 
one round the variable state changes to receive. Then in finite number of 
rounds variable s ta te .M ID D LE  will be changed to send.
□
P ro p e r ty  9. I f  Predicates tosend-m ax{M ID D LE ) and to sen d -m in {M ID D LE)
are true, then in finite number of rounds the minimum and the maximum values
from R cvd .M ID D L E  are sent accordingly.
Proof. We have several cases, depending on the value of the variable s ta te .M ID D LE.
a.i) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  send. By Property 7, in at most one round the minimum 
and the maximum values from R cvd .M ID D LE  are sent accordingly.
a.ii) s ta te .M ID D L E  = receive. By Property 8 , in finite number of rounds the 
variable state of the MIDDLE node is changed to send. Then Case a.i) applies.
a.iii) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  relay. Depending upon variable state of the left node 
and the right node one of the Guards R e S l ,  R e S 2 ,  Re-R l  or Re-R2 will 
be enabled and after the execution of the enabled guard the variable state of 
the MIDDLE node is changed to send or receive in at most one round. If 
the state.MIDDLE changes to send then apply Case a i ) .  If state.MIDDLE 
becomes receive then the middle applies Case a ii).
a.iv) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  le ft .  If the predicate to-rcv-right-msg(MIDDLE)  is 
true then Guard L-Re is the only enabled guard and changes the variable 
state(MIDDLE) to relay. This then applies is case iii). If that predicate is 
false then Guard L S  is the only guard enabled and it changes the variable 
state.MIDDLE to send. If the predicate to-rcv-left-msg[M I  D D LE)  to send. 
If the predicate to -rcvJeft-m sg(M  I  D D LE )  is true then Guard L -R  is the
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only enabled guard and it changes the variable state of the MIDDLE node to 
receive in at most one round. This then follows case ii).
a.v) s ta te .M ID D LE  =  right. If the predicate to jrcvJe ft-m sg(M ID D LE )  is true 
then Ri-Re  is the only enabled guard and changes the variable state(MIDDLE) 
to relay. This then applies case iii). If that predicate is false then R S  is the 
only guard enabled and it changes the variable state.MIDDLE to send. If the 
predicate to -rcvJeft-m sg{M ID D LE)  to send. If the predicate 
tO-rcv-right-msg{M I  D D LE)  is true then R -R  is the only enabled guard and 
it changes the variable state of the MIDDLE node to receive in at most one 
round. This then follows case ii) and in finite number of rounds the variable 
state of the MIDDLE node will be changed to send which will eventually send 
its maximum and/or minimum element.
□
P ro p e r ty  10. I f  Predicate tosend-m ax is true, Predicate tosend-m in  is false, and 
the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  — send, then in at most two rounds the maximum value 
of R cvd .M ID D LE  is sent to the node r igh t(M ID D LE ).
Proof. Depending upon the variable sta te.right(M ID D LE),  Predicate enablesend-right 
at node MIDDLE may be true or false.
1 ) If the variable s tate .right(M ID D LE)  € {receive, right, relay, send}, then 
Predicate enablesend-right at node MIDDLE is true, then Guard S R  is en­
abled at node M ID D L E .  The maximum element in the set R cvd .M ID D LE  
will be sent to the the node r igh t(M ID D L E ).  In at most one round the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  will be changed to receive.
2) If the s tate .right(M ID D LE) = le f t  then Predicate enablesend-right a t node 
MIDDLE is false. The node r igh t(M ID D L E )  cannot be a LEFT node. It can 
be either a MIDDLE node or node RIGHT.
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If node righ t(M ID D L E )  is node RIGHT, since the variable 
state.right{M I  D D LE) = le ft,  then Guard L S  is the only enabled guard at 
node r igh t.M ID D LE .  In at most one round the variable sta te.right(M ID D LE)  
becomes send. Then Case 1) of the RIGHT node follows.
If node r igh t(M ID D L E )  is some other MIDDLE node, depending upon Predi­
cates to jrcvjright-msg{M IDDLE)  and to jrcvJe ftjm sg (M ID D L E ),  the vari­
able state.right{M I  D D LE)  is changed from le f t  to relay in at most one round. 
Then Case 1) applies.
□
P ro p e r ty  11. I f  Predicate tosend jm ax  is true, Predicate to send-m in  is false, and 
the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  = receive, then in finite number of rounds the variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  will be changed to send.
Proof. Depending upon Predicates to-rcv-right-msg(MIDDLE)
and to-rcv-left-m sg{M ID LLE),  the variable sta te .M ID D L E  will be changed to
relay, right or left.
1) If Predicate to-rcv-right-msg(MIDDLE)  and to jrcvJeft-m sg{M ID D L E )  
are true, then Guard R-Re  will be enabled. In at most one round, the vari­
able s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to relay. Then one of the Guards R e S l ,  
R e S 2 ,  Re-R l,  or Rc-R2 will be enabled. Depending upon the variables 
sta te.left{M  I  D D LE)  and state.right(M ID D LE),  the variable state of the 
MIDDLE node is either changed to receive or send in at most one round.
If the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to receive, then in finite number of 
rounds the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  will be changed to send.
2) If Predicates to-rcv-right-msg(MIDDLE)  is true and to-rcv-left-msg{M  I  D D LE)  
is false, then Guards L S  and L-R  will be enabled. One of the enabled guards 
will be selected arbitrarily.
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If Guard L S  is selected then variable s ta te .M ID D LE  is changed to send.
If Guard L-R  is selected then variable s ta te .M ID D LE  is changed to receive.
Then Guard R-Ri  is the only enabled guard. It will be executed in at most one 
round, and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  changes to right. Then either Guard 
R S  or R -R  will be enabled. Arbitrarily one of the enabled guard is selected.
If Guard R S  is selected, then the variable s ta te .M ID D LE  is changed to send 
in at most three rounds.
If Guard R -R  is selected then the variable sta te .M ID D LE  is changed to 
receive. Then in finite number of rounds variable sta te .M ID D L E  will be 
changed to send.
3) If Predicates to-rcv-right-msg{M I  D D LE)  is false and to-rcv-left-msg{M I  D D LE)  
is true. Then the node MIDDLE may execute either Guard L S  or L-R. Ar­
bitrarily one of the guards is selected.
If Guard L S  is selected then in at most two rounds the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  
is changed to send.
If Guard L-R  is selected, the variable state changes to receive. Then in finite 
number of rounds the variable state of the MIDDLE node is changed to send.
□
P ro p e rty  12. I f  Predicate tosend-m ax is true and Predicate tosend-m in  is false, 
then in finite number of rounds the maximum value in the set R cvd .M ID D LE  is 
sent to the node r igh t(M ID D L E ).
Proof. We have several cases:
b.i) s ta te .M ID D L E  = send. By Property 10, in at most two rounds the maximum 
value of R cvd .M ID D L E  is sent to the node r igh t(M ID D LE ).
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b.ii) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  receive. By Property 11, in finite number of rounds the 
variable s ta te .M ID D LE  will be changed to send. Then Case b.i) applies.
b.iii) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  relay. Depending upon the variables state.Ze/t(M /ZlDLi?) 
and state.right(M IDDLE)  one of the Guards R e S l ,  R e S 2 ,  R e -R l  or Re-R2 
will be enabled. After the execution of the enabled guard, the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  
is changed to send or receive in at most one round. If the variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  changes to send then Case a.i) of Property 9 applies. If the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes receive then Case a.ii) of Property 9 applies.
b.iv) s ta te .M ID D L E  = left.
If Predicate to-rcv-right-msg{M I  D D LE)  is true, then Guard L-Re is the only 
enabled guard at node MIDDLE. It is executed in at most one round, and the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes relay. We then apply Case b.iii).
If Predicate to-rcv-right-msg{MIDDLE)  is false then Guard L S  is the only 
guard enabled at node MIDDLE. It is executed in at most one round, and the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  changes to send.
If Predicate to -rcvJe ft-m sg(M ID D L E )  is true, then Guard L-R  is the only 
enabled guard at node MIDDLE. It is executed in at most one round, and the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to receive. Then Case b.ii) follows.
b.v) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  right. If Predicate to -rcv-left-m sg(M ID D LE)  is true, 
then Guard Ri-Re  is the only enabled guard at node MIDDLE. It is executed 
in at most one round, and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to relay.
Then Case b.iii) applies.
If Predicate to -rcvJeft-m sg{M ID D LE )  is false, then Guard R S  is the only 
enabled guard at node MIDDLE. It is executed in at most one round, and the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send.
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If Predicate tojrcvjrightjmsg{M I  D D LE)  is true then Guard R-R  is the only 
enabled guard at node MIDDLE. It is executed in at most one round, and the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to receive. Then Case b.ii) applies.
□
P ro p e r ty  13. I f  Predicate tosend-m ax is false, Predicate tosend-m in  is true, and 
the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  = send, then infinite number of rounds the minimum  
value in the set R cvd .M ID D L E  is sent to the node le f t(M ID D L E ).
Proof. We prove the above property by taking the following cases:
1) If the variable s ta te .le f t(M ID D L E )  € {receive, le ft ,  relay, send} then Pred­
icate enablesend-left is true at node MIDDLE, and Guard S  is the only 
enabled guard at node MIDDLE. It will be executed in at most one round, the 
minimum value in the set R cvd .M ID D L E  is sent to the node le f t (M ID D L E ) ,  
and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  changes to receive.
2) If the variable s ta te .le f t(M ID D L E ) = right, then Predicate enablesend-left 
at node MIDDLE is false. The node le f t (M ID D L E )  cannot be a RIGHT 
node. It can be either a MIDDLE node or node LEFT.
If node le f t (M ID D L E )  is node LEFT, since the variable s ta te .le f t{M ID D LE)  
right, then Guard R i S  is the only enabled guard at node le f t .M ID D L E .  In 
at most one round the variable sta te.left{M  I  D D LE )  becomes send. Then 
Case 1) of the LEFT node follows.
If node le f t (M ID D L E )  is some other MIDDLE node, depending upon Predi­
cates to-rcv-right-msg{M I  D D LE )  and to -rcv-left-m sg(M ID D LE),  the vari­
able sta te .le f t(M ID D L E )  is changed from right to relay in at most one round. 
Then Case 1) applies.
□
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P ro p e r ty  14. I f  Predicate to_send-max is false, Predicate to send jm in  is true, and 
the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  = receive, then in finite number of rounds the variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes send.
Proof. We have the following cases:
1) If Predicates tojrcvjright-msg{MIDDLE)  and to jrcvJeftjm sg{M ID D LE )  
are true, then Guard R M e  is the only enabled guard. It will be executed 
in at most one round, and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to relay.
One of the Guards R e S l ,  R e S 2 ,  Re..Rl or Rc-R2 is enabled, depending upon 
the variables s ta te .le ft{M ID D LE)  and state.right(M ID D LE).  The variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes either receive or send in at most one round.
If the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes receive, then in finite number of 
rounds it will be changed to send.
2) If Predicates to jrcvjrightjmsg{M IDD LE)  is true and to jrcvJe ftjm sg{M ID D L E )  
is false, then Guards L_S and/or L-R  may be enabled. One of the enabled 
guards will be selected arbitrarily.
If Guard L-S  is selected then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send.
If Guard L -R  is selected then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to 
receive. Then Guard R-Ri  is the only enabled guard at node MIDDLE. In at 
most one round is executed and the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes right. 
Then either Guards R S  or R-R  will be enabled. Arbitrarily one of the enabled 
guards is selected.
If Guard R S  is selected then variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send in 
at most three rounds.
If Guard R S  is selected then the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to 
receive. Then in finite number of rounds variable state will be changed to 
send.
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3) If Predicate tojrcvjrightjmsg{M IDDLE)  is false and to jrcvJeft-m sg{M ID D L E )  
is true, then either Guard L S  or L S  is enabled. Arbitrarily one of the guards 
will be selected. If Guard L S  is selected then it is executed in at most one 
round. Then in at most two rounds the variable sta te .M ID D LE  is changed 
to send.
If Guard L S  is selected, then it is executed in at most one round. The variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to reeeive. Then in finite number of rounds the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send.
□
P ro p e r ty  15. I f  Predicates to sen d -m a x  is false and Predicate tosend-m in  is true,
then in finite number of rounds the minimum value in the set R cvd .M ID D L E  is
sent to the node le f t[M ID D L E ).
Proof. We have several cases:
c.i) s ta te .M ID D L E  — send. By Property 13, in finite number of rounds the 
minimum value in the set R cvd .M ID D LE  is sent to the node le f t{M ID D L E ).
c.ii) s ta te .M ID D L E  = receive. By Property 14, in finite number of rounds the 
variable s ta te .M ID D L E  becomes send. Then Case c.i) applies.
c.iii) s ta te .M ID D L E  = relay. Depending upon the variable s ta te .le f t(M ID D L E )  
and s tate .right(M ID D LE)  one of Guards R e S l ,  R e S 2 ,  Re-R l  or Re-R2 will 
be enabled. After the execution of the selected guard, the variable s ta te .M ID D L E  
is changed to either send or receive in at most one round. If the state.MIDDLE 
changes to send then Case a.i) of Property 9 applies. If state.MIDDLE becomes 
reeeive then Case a.ii) of Property 9 applies.
c.iv) s ta te .M ID D L E  =  left.
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If Predicate tojrcvjright-msg{MIDDLE)  is true then Guard L S e  is the only 
enabled guard. It is selected and executed in at most one round. The variable 
sta te(M ID D LE)  changes to relay. Then Case c.iii) applies.
If Predicate tojrcvjright-msg{MIDDLE)  is false then Guard L .S  is the only 
guard enabled. It is selected and executed in at most one round. The variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send. Then Case c.i) applies.
If Predicate to jrcv-leftjm sg{M ID D LE)  is true then Guard L S  is the only 
enabled guard. It is selected and executed in at most one round. The variable 
s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to receive in at most one round. Then Case c.ii) 
applies.
c.v) s ta te .M ID D L E  = right.
If Predicate to -rcvJe ftjm sg{M ID D L E )  is true then Guard Ri-Re  is the only 
enabled guard. It is selected and executed in at most one round. The variable 
sta te(M ID D LE )  is changed to relay. Then Case c.iii) applies.
If Predicate to jrcvJe ftjm sg{M ID D L E )  is false then Guard R S  is the only 
guard enabled. It is selected and executed in at most one round. The variable 
sta te .M ID D L E  is changed to send. Then Case c.i) applies.
If Predicate to jrcvjrightjm sg{M ID D LE)  is true then Guard R -R  is the only 
enabled guard. The variable s ta te .M ID D L E  is changed to receive in at most 
one round. Then Case c.ii) applies.
□
P ro p e r ty  16. I f  some value in Rcvd.i is lesser than some value in 
Rcvd.le ft{RIG H T) (i.e., min(Rcvd.i) < max{Rcvd.left{i))) then the value will be 
eventually moved from Rcvd.i to Rcvd.left{i).
I f  some value in Rcvd.i is larger than some value in Rcvd.right{i) (i.e., 
max{Rcvd.i) > min{Rcvd.right(i))) then the value will be eventually moved from
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Rcvd.i to Rcvd.right(i).
Proof. We have several cases:
a) Predicates to-sendjmax(M IDDLE)  and to-sendjmin{M IDDLE)  are true. 
By Property 9, in finite number of rounds the minimum and the maximum 
values from the set Rcvd .M ID D LE  are sent accordingly.
b) Predicate to send jm ax  is true and Predicate tosend-m in  is false. By Property 
12, in finite number of rounds the maximum value in the set R cvd .M ID D LE  
is sent to the node right{M I  D D L E ).
c) Predicate tosend-m ax  is false and Predicate to send jm in  is true. By Property 
15, in finite number of rounds the minimum value in the set R cvd .M ID D LE  
is sent to the node le f t (M ID D L E ).
□
P ro p e r ty  17. I f  for some MIDDLE node i, \Rcvd.i\ > 1, in finite number of steps 
variable Rcvd.i has only one value \Rcvd.i\ =  1.
Proof. Predicate tosend-max{i)  is true. Using the proof of Property 16, in finite 
number of rounds, the maximum value in Rcvd.i is sent to node right{i). □
P ro p e r ty  18. I f  for the node i =  M ID D L E  the condition: “\Rcvd.i\ =  1 and any 
value in Rcvd.i is less or equal to than any value in Rcvd.right{i) and greater or equal 
to any value in Rcvd.left{i): max(Rcvd.i) < min{Rcvd.right{i)) Amin(Rcvd.i) > 
max(Rcvd.left(i)) ”, then no new messages are generated by node i.
Proof. If the condition is true, then both Predicates tosend-min{i)  and tosend-max{i)  
are false. Thus Guard S  is disabled at node M ID D L E .  Guard S  is the only guard 
whose execution can generate new messages from node R IG H T .  □
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Lemma 5. (Convergence) Starting from some arbitrary configuration Co, in finite 
number of rounds the algorithm reaches a configuration C that satisfies Predicate V.
Proof. Depending on node i, we have three cases:
a) For the L E F T  node. Let i = L E F T .
In Property 2 we show that if \Rcvd.i\ > 1, in finite number of steps variable 
Rcvd.i has only one value \Rcvd.i\ =  1.
In Property 3 we show that after finite number of rounds, any value in Rcvd.i is 
less or equal to than any value in Rcvd.right{i) : max(Rcvd.i) < min{Rcvd.right{i)).
In Property 3 we show that if node i satisfies the condition:
\Rcvd.i\ =  1 and any value in Rcvd.i is less or equal to than any value in 
Rcvd.right{i) : \Rcvd.i =  l\wedgemax{Rcvd.i) < min{Rcvd.right{i))
then no new messages are generated by node i.
b) For a MIDDLE node i.
In Property 17 we show that if \Rcvd.i\ > 1, in finite number of steps variable 
Rcvd.i has only one value \Rcvd.i\ = 1.
In Property 16 we show tha t after finite number of rounds, any value in Rcvd.i 
is less or equal to than any value in Rcvd.right{i) and greater or equal to any 
value in Rcvd.left{i): max{Rcvd.i) < min{Rcvd.right{i)) A min(Rcvd.i) > 
max{Rcvd.left{i)).
In Property 18 we show that if node i satisfies the condition:
\Rcvd.i\ =  1 and any value in Rcvd.i is less or equal to than any value in 
Rcvd.right{i) and greater or equal to any value in Rcvd.left{i)\ max(Rcvd.i) < 
min{Rcvd.right{i)) A min(Rcvd.i) > max{Rcvd.left(i))
then no new messages are generated by node i.
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c) For the RIGHT node. Let i = RIG H T.
In Property 5 we show that any value in Rcvd.i is greater or equal to any value 
in Rcvd.left{i), min{Rcvd.i) > max{Rcvd.left{i)).
In Property 6  we show that if node i satisfies the condition: any value in Rcvd.i 
is greater or equal to any value in Rcvd.leftii), min{Rcvd.i) > max{Rcvd.left{i))
Then no new messages are generated by node i.
□
4.3 Proof of our algorithm if the system starts from a correct state 
We prove that our algorithm works fine by taking an example. Consider the 
Figure 2 which has three nodes Pi or the LFFT node, P 3  or the RIGHT node, P2  
the MIDDLE node. Assume that
• There are no faults occurring in the system.
• The LEFT node has the Rcvd set with the values 6 , 5 and with the state 
variable equal to send.
•  The MIDDLE node has the Rcvd  set with the value 0 and also with the state 
variable equal to receive.
•  The RIGHT node has the value of state variable equal to receive and the 
Rcvd set equal to empty set.
After one round: The Guard S  of the node LEFT enabled and send_Max(i) macro 
is executed and the value 6  is sent to its right neighbor. After sending the maximum 
value to its right neighbor the variable state of the node LEFT node is changed to 
receive. None of the guards are enabled at the nodes RIGHT and MIDDLE.
After another round: At the node MIDDLE node Guard R-L  is enabled and it 
receives the element from its left neighbor and changes its variable state to left.  
None of the guards are enabled at the nodes LEFT and the RIGHT.
After one more round: The leftmost node(the node LEFT) and the rightmost 
node (node RIGHT) will not have any guards enabled. At the node MIDDLE the
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state.i=send state.i=receive
After one round:
After one round:
After one round:
After one round:
After one round:
After one round:
After one round:
state.i=receive state.i=left
{5} {0,6 }
state.i=receive state.i=send
{5} {0,6 }
state.i=receive
stated=relay state.i=receive
{0,5} {}
state.i=send state.i=receive
After one round:
After one round:
state.i=receive state.i=send
state.i=receive
state.i=receivestate.i=receive state.i=receive
{6,5}
state.i=receive
state. i=receive
{}
state.i=receive state. i=receive
state.i=relay
{6 }
state.i=send
state.i=receivestate.i=receive state.i=receive
state.i=receivestate.i= eft
{0,5}
state.i=receive
Figure 2. The system starts from a correct state
Guard L S  will be enabled and the state variable of the node MIDDLE is changed 
to send.
After one more round: At the node MIDDLE Guard S  will be enabled and it 
will send its maximum element to its right neighbor and the minimum element to
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its left neighbor also changes its state variable to receive. The nodes LEFT and the 
RIGHT will not have any enabled guards.
After one more round: R_Re will be the only enabled guard at the leftmost(LEFT) 
and the rightmost (RIGHT) node. The node LEFT receives the element from its right 
neighbor and changes its variable state to relay. In the same way the node RIGHT 
receives the element from its left neighbor and changes its variable state to relay. 
The node MIDDLE will not have any enabled guards, so it stays in the previous 
state.
After one more round: The Guard R e S  of the nodes LEFT and RIGHT will be 
enabled and this will change the variable state of the nodes LEFT and RIGHT to 
send. The MIDDLE node will not have any enabled guards and so will remain in 
the previous state.
After one more round: The Guard S  of the LEFT node will be enabled and it 
will send its maximum element to its right neighbor and will also change its state 
variable to receive. The Guard S R  of the rightmost node will be enabled and will 
change the state variable to receive. The node MIDDLE remains in the previous 
state, since there are no enabled guards.
After one more round: The Guard R-L  of the node MIDDLE will be enabled 
and the node MIDDLE will receive elements from its left neighbor and also will 
change the variable state to left.  The nodes LEFT and the RIGHT will not have 
any enabled guards and so will remain in the previous state.
After one more round: The leftmost and the rightmost nodes will not have any 
enabled guards. The node MIDDLE will have the Guard L S  enabled and will change 
its variable state to send.
After this round all the nodes will just keep changing its variable state (until 
a fault occurs and changes the state of the system) without generating any new 
messages.
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4.4 Proof of our algorithm if the system starts from an incorrect state 
Consider the Figure 3. It has three nodes leftmost node(LEFT), rightmost 
node(RIGHT), and a MIDDLE node with the following specifications. The LEFT 
node’s state variable is receive and its Rcvd set variable is 5,6. The RIGHT node’s 
Rcvd set variable is an empty set and its state variable is receive. The MIDDLE 
nodes state variable is receive and its Rcvd variable is 0.
state.i-receive state.i=receive state.i=receive
{5,6}
After one round
state.i=send state.i=receive state.i=receive
{5,6}
After Finite Number of Rounds
Figure 3. The system starts from an incorrect state
After one round: The Guard R S  of the leftmost node will be enabled and will 
change the variable state of the LEFT node to send. The RIGHT and the MIDDLE 
nodes remain in their previous state. This then follows the same steps as if the system 
had started from the correct states (provided it is not disturbed by any faults) and 
in finite number of steps the values will be in sorted order. If there are any faults in 
the middle of the execution the nodes will be applying different set of guards and in 
finite number of rounds the values will be in the sorted order.
4.4 Space Complexity our Algorithm 
Space complexity of a node or a process is the maximum number of bits required 
to store the variables in that node or a process. Assume that we start with at most A;
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to store the variables in that node or a process. Assume th a t we start with at most A; 
items in the network Variable
•  Rcvd.i uses k *  L  bits where L is the maximum number of bits to store one 
item.
•  state.i uses three bits since it make take either one of the five values 
le ft,right,relay,send receive.
• Mir,Mis,Mrs,Mrr uses L  bits each.
And so, the number of bits required is 0 {k  * L) per node.
4.5 Message Complexity our Algorithm
Every node may send at most two messages in a round, each message containing 
one item. Hence there will be a total of 2 +  2 * (n — 2) messages. And each message 
has at most L  bits. Therefore the message complexity per round is T* (2n — 2). The 
total message complexity of network is 0 {L  * (2n — 2)).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented a self-stabilizing sorting algorithm using composite atomicity 
model. The algorithm has three special nodes L E F T , R IG H T ,  and M ID D L E .  
The left node sends the maximum element (if exists) to its only neighbor. In the 
same way the RIGHT node sends the minimum element to its only left neighbor and 
the MIDDLE node sends both the maximum and the minimum elements to its right 
and left neighbors respectively. The proposed algorithm guarantees that starting in 
any arbitrary configuration and in finite number of steps; the values in the nodes are 
in sorted order. The algorithm is self-stabilizing: it copes with wrong initialization 
and it adapts to any loss of data that occurs due to memory corruption of the nodes.
Furthermore our algorithm is not time and communication optimal, so there 
is a room for developing a self-stabilizing sorting with optimal time and message 
complexity in future.
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